BREEAM GOAL AND
CREDIT CONTRIBUTION

EQUITONE is designed for resilience and durability, is weather resistant and
is manufactured using the minimum amount of materials and energy usage.
BREEAM 2016 CATEGORIES

The assumptions are made based on
BREEAM International NC Version 6.0 scheme,
depending on building function and scope.
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BREEAM PERFORMANCE
The BREEAM certification refers to
the certification of the building.
It does not evaluate the material,
that’s why the material has a
contribution to the points but
the material as such won’t
guarantee the scoring of the
credits. As an example, to obtain
the credits related to the EPD,
BREEAM requires at least 5 of the
main materials to have an EPD.
EQUITONE has an EPD so it could
contribute to obtaining these.
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MAT3

› Environmental Management
Systems certification
› Responsible sourcing of
construction products

6+1 credits

3+1 credits

Lower Global Warming Potential (kg CO2 eq.)

Factory Environmental Reports
(ISO14001:2015)

MAT5

MAT6

› 50 years + lifespan
› Low maintenance façade

› Easy assembly
and disassembly

1 credit

1 credit

Durability classification Category A (EN12467)

Lightweight construction

ENE1

HEA4

Opt.1

› Contributes to improved
thermal conductivity

› Contributes to improved
thermal conductivity of
the building

13+5 credits

1 credit

Contributes to a lower energy consumption

EQUITONE contributes to the overall
thermal comfort of the building

HEA5
4 credits

› Contributes to improved
performance regarding airborne and
impact sound insulation values

Contributes to the effective
acoustic design of buildings
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5

Pollution

› Production waste is
captured and reused

EQUITONE materials can contribute to obtain
BREEAM 2016 credits in the categories;
Energy, Health and Wellbeing and Materials.

